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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tear-
ful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of 
the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And 
God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy 
hand he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the 
Armenian language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, 
their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the 
city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the 
Church. He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by 
whose hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were 
devised, after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep 
from the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, 
the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: 
“To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, 
which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the 
youth, (training) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful la-
bors, his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, 
remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt 
thou live”. Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to 
serve his nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the father 
of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian lan-
guage, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, 
their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great 
honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same 
city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the 
variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hov-
sep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of 
the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the 
exhortation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, 
to perceive the words of understanding”, which was written also 
by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (train-
ing) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful plead-
ings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In 
retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then 
and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabica-
tion.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded 
with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the 
translation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhorta-
tion to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of under-
standing”, which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the 
youth, (training) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tear-
ful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of 
the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Arme-
nian language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their 
order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the 
city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the 
Church. He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by 
whose hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were 
devised, after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep 
from the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, 
the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: 
“To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, 
which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the 
youth, (training) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful 
labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxiet-
ies, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest 
shalt thou live”. Thus he experienced many tribulations in order 
to serve his nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the father 
of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian lan-
guage, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, 
their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great 
honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same 
city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the 
variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep 
from the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the 
Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the ex-
hortation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to 
perceive the words of understanding”, which was written also by 
the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) 
scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful plead-
ings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In 
retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then 
and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabica-
tion.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of Sa-
mosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded 
with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the 
translation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhor-
tation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of 
understanding”, which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach 
the youth, (training) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual 
prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of aus-
terity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.Thus he 
experienced many tribulations in order to serve his 
nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became 
the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters 
of the Armenian language, and then and there quickly 

designed, named, determined, their order and devised 
the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along 
with his pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was 
accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, 
named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the 
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual 
prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of aus-
terity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.Thus he 
experienced many tribulations in order to serve his 
nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became 
the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters 
of the Armenian language, and then and there quickly 

designed, named, determined, their order and devised 
the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along 
with his pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was 
accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, 
named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the 
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual 
prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of aus-
terity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.Thus he 
experienced many tribulations in order to serve his 
nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became 
the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters 
of the Armenian language, and then and there quickly 

designed, named, determined, their order and devised 
the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along 
with his pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was 
accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, 
named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the 
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual 
prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of aus-
terity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.Thus he 
experienced many tribulations in order to serve his 
nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became 
the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters 
of the Armenian language, and then and there quickly 

designed, named, determined, their order and devised 
the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along 
with his pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was 
accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, 
named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, 
after which he proceeded with translations, with the 
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian 
language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city 
of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose 
hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, af-
ter which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House 
of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of 
Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom 
and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which was written also 
by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for 
the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, 
his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remem-
bering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.
Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. 
And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; 
for with his holy hand he became the father of new and wonderful 
offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and there 
quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the 
syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pu-
pils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors 
by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, a 
Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he 
proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House 
of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek 
wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of 
understanding”, which was written also by the same scribe. At once 
they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, 
his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring 
and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and 
there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the trans-
lation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to 
seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, 
which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (train-
ing) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian 
language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city 
of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose 
hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, af-
ter which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House 
of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of 
Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom 
and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which was written also 
by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for 
the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, 
his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remem-
bering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.
Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. 
And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; 
for with his holy hand he became the father of new and wonderful 
offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and there 
quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the 
syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors 
by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, a 
Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he 
proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House 
of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek 
wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words 
of understanding”, which was written also by the same scribe. At 
once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for the same 
task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, his 
life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and 
rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and 
there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the transla-
tion of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek 
wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which 
was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) 
scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian 
language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city 
of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. 
He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose 
hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after 
which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of 
Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solo-
mon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and 
instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which was written also by 
the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for the 
same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, 
his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remem-
bering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.
Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. 
And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; 
for with his holy hand he became the father of new and wonderful 
offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and there 
quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the 
syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors 
by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, a 
Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the variations 
of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he 
proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from the House 
of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek 
wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of 
understanding”, which was written also by the same scribe. At once 
they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, 
his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring 
and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and 
there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the transla-
tion of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek 
wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which 
was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) 
scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian 
language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the 
city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the 
Church. He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by 
whose hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were 
devised, after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To 
know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which 
was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, 
(training) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, 
his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remem-
bering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou 
live”.Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his 
nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good 
fortune; for with his holy hand he became the father of new and 
wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then 
and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and 
devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great hon-
ors by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, 
a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after 
which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, 
first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation 
to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive 
the words of understanding”, which was written also by the same 
scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for 
the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, 
his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring 
and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and 
there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the trans-
lation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to 
seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, 
which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (train-
ing) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Arme-
nian language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their 
order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the 
city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the 
Church. He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by 
whose hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were de-
vised, after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To 
know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which 
was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, 
(training) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful 
labors, his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxiet-
ies, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest 
shalt thou live”. Thus he experienced many tribulations in order 
to serve his nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him 
that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the father of 
new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, 
and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their 
order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great hon-
ors by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, 
a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after 
which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, 
first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation 
to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive 
the words of understanding”, which was written also by the same 
scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes 
for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, 
his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring 
and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then and 
there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the trans-
lation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to 
seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understand-
ing”, which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, 
(training) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful 
pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the 
prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God 
the All-Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand 
he became the father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian 
language, and then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the 
city of Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the 
Church. He found there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by 
whose hands all the variations of the letters as well as the diphthongs were 
devised, after which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, first, the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to seek wisdom: “To 
know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, which 
was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, 
(training) scribes for the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful la-
bors, his tearful pleadings, his life of austerity, and his anxieties, 
remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring and rest shalt 
thou live”. Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve 
his nation. And God the All-Bountiful finally granted him that 
good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the father of new 
and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and 
then and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order 
and devised the syllabication.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his 
pupils, to the city of Samosata, where he was accorded great hon-
ors by the Bishop and the Church. He found there in the same city, 
a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after 
which he proceeded with translations, with the help Hovsep from 
the House of Baghan. And thus began the translation of the Bible, 
first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation 
to seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive 
the words of understanding”, which was written also by the same 
scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (training) scribes for 
the same task.
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He when resumed, with his co-workers, his usual prayerful labors, his tearful pleadings, 
his life of austerity, and his anxieties, remembering the word of the prophet: “In retiring 
and rest shalt thou live”.

Thus he experienced many tribulations in order to serve his nation. And God the All-
Bountiful finally granted him that good fortune; for with his holy hand he became the 
father of new and wonderful offsprings – letters of the Armenian language, and then 
and there quickly designed, named, determined, their order and devised the syllabica-
tion.

Then taking leave of the holy Bishop, he went, along with his pupils, to the city of 
Samosata, where he was accorded great honors by the Bishop and the Church. He found 
there in the same city, a Hellenic scribe, named Ropanos, by whose hands all the varia-
tions of the letters as well as the diphthongs were devised, after which he proceeded with 
translations, with the help Hovsep from the House of Baghan. And thus began the trans-
lation of the Bible, first, the Proverbs of Solomon, which begins with the exhortation to 
seek wisdom: “To know wisdom and instruction, to perceive the words of understanding”, 
which was written also by the same scribe. At once they began to teach the youth, (train-
ing) scribes for the same task.

Koryun “The life of Mashtots”, fragment
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